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('rome, Prof., statistics, ii. 579.
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in the sun's atmosphere, ii. 43 ; cx
perinicuts anti discoveries, 190; "cor
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i. 117; ii. 222.
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Curtius, Ernst, 'Alterthum unti Geuen.
wart,' i. 215; on English arcia
ologists, 294; quoted; 295; on M. W.
Leake, 296.

Curves, degree, class, genus of, ii. 641.
Cuvier, Georges, scientific report of,

i. 42, 152, 154; 'Tableau' and
'Leçous,' 82; 112; on Priestley as
chemist, 115; on Hally, 118; ad
vance in study of organic life, ]19.
services of, to practical science, 125
126; Eloge of Hall, 127; 'Le Rgne
animal,' 123; quoted, 129, 132, 141,
146, 147, 150, ii. 249; makes nervous
system of animals the basis of classi
fication, i. 130; training of, 133
description o the "Rarlschule," 134 ;
the greatest representative of the aca
demic system, 136 ; first great his
torian of science, 137 : quoted on
science and revolution, ,138; paheon.
tological work of, 139; Eloge of Four.
croy, 140; elementary scientific text
books, 143 ; report of French Insti
tute, 149 ; educational institutions,
155 163, 172; mistrusted specu
lative spirit in science, 178: his
ideas triumph over those of Geofiroy
St Hilaire, 179; 201); in praise of
French science, 2)1 : quoted on
science in England. 235; 264: and
l3ronguiart, founders of paheontology,
291; 306: depreciated by Comte,
310; zoological labours, ii. 22'2;.
study of fossil remains, 2-25; ana
tomical dissection, 232; zoological
work, 235; morphological and ana
tomical study of animal life, 237;
classifications, 238, 239, 254W; fos
sils, 240 ; rejects idea of "Echelle
des êtres," 243 ; controversy with
Geoffroy, 246, 253; paheouto]ogy.
247; "catastrophism," 250, 251 ; and
"theory of analogies." 254 ; the
question of the fIxity of species,
256 ; combats influence of Oken,
259; extension of morphological
view, 260, 266; influence of; 276:
'Osseniens fossiles,' 277 ; exploration
of Paris basin, 294 ; one-sided in.
fluence of, 300. 301; and Butln,
309; Eloge de Lamarck, 316; views'
of Lamarck and GofTroy, 321; and
Newton, contrasted with Darwin,
341 ; a founder of comparative an
atomy, 886, 406; "vortex." 422;.
751.

''Cyclical
" view, ii. 236.

Cyclopiedia, Niehol's. 1. 330, ii. 133.
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